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City of Oxnard is Paving and Restoring Gonzales Road

OXNARD, Calif. – The City of Oxnard has started its phased project to repair the pavement on Gonzales
Rd. between Victoria Ave. to Rice Ave. Major activities began in mid-February and are expected to continue
through the fall of 2024.

CONSTRUCTION PROJECT IMPACTS
The phased construction of Gonzales Rd. requires first repairing the medians and other concrete areas and
then completing the street paving. In order to provide space for the median work, an interim traffic control
pattern was created, which requires a temporary change of the traffic lanes.

An additional interim traffic control pattern with different lane changes along Gonzales Rd. may be required
when the street paving portion of the project starts later this year.

Two-way street access will remain open during construction, but lanes may be reduced to allow for active
construction activities. As of now, the bus routes will remain the same on Gonzales Rd.

Community members are asked to remain alert in construction zones and pay attention to posted signage.
Please expect delays and seek alternate routes when possible.

Listed below is the anticipated construction schedule for Gonzales Rd., pending delays due to weather or
unforeseen site conditions.

2024 Dates Locations Along Gonzales Work Type

February through March Rice Ave. to Rose Ave. Medians

February through March C St. to Ventura Rd. Medians

April Ventura Rd. to Patterson Rd. Medians

April through May Gonzales Rd. Concrete Improvements
(ramps, driveway, curbs)

April through July Gonzales Rd.
Street Resurfacing

(paving, microsurfacing, etc.)
Includes Night Work

CONSTRUCTION NOTIFICATIONS
Residents and businesses in the construction areas on Gonzales Rd. will be notified 72 hours in advance for
specific construction updates impacting their area. The City will also use digital street signs to notify
community members of ongoing construction and traffic impacts and post updates on social media.

CITY OF OXNARD STREET PAVING UPDATES
Learn more about Oxnard’s street and alley paving projects at bit.ly/oxnardroads.
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http://bit.ly/oxnardroads

